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Cyber-prosthetic architecture

“Man has, as it were, become a kind of prosthetic God. When he puts on
his auxiliary organs he is truly magnificent; but those organs have not grown
on to him and they still give him much trouble at times”
		

Sigmund Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents (1930)

The synthetic is often viewed with scepticism and mistrust, however we
are entering an age where the ‘man made’ and the naturally occurring are
perceived as one. From artificial environments as extension of our bodies,
to buildings storing and processing private and public information and
operating as self-sufficient entities connected to their users, the emerging
city and the modern metropolis stands at the forefront of experimentation
and sophisticated adaptation.
In 1972 Go Nagai with the anime series Mazinger Z1 established the
premise that machines and humans could freely interact, these ideas
were imaginatively extended in a pivotal series: Robotech2 (The Macross
Saga) where an alien ship crash-lands on earth and is depicted as a
progressively expanding and changing city, able to re-assemble into multiple
configurations. This fictive Robo-city holds clues for transformative building
types that evolve and redefine themselves based on social, economic, user
and environmental conditions.
With an ever increasing demand for growth and development,
opportunities exist to challenge preconceived ideas of the city specifically
in neglected or distressed pockets of the urban fabric. Here, abandoned
buildings might be seen as potential hybrid platforms or cybernetic
organisms, capable of being re-integrated with the metropolis. Buildings will
be seen not as single entities but as components of a larger urban system, as
‘tools’ that have the potential to transform the city. Inter-connecting through
a network system that coordinates, relays and informs each component
building as a synaptic receptor, will give the system the capacity to monitor
the constant flux so as to anticipate and respond with alternative sustainable
strategies.
Through an initial Neuroscientific architectural analysis and the
subsequent integration of robotics systems, selected buildings will be
redesign and transformed into layered ‘mecha3. With an underling machinedriven complexity, these robo-techtures will possess specific mobile
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capabilities, yet always retaining their identity as survivors from another
time. Embodying sophisticated interactions between past and present
will thus affirm the transformation of obsolete existing structures into
sustainable environments. As dynamic systems based on fundamental grids,
these buildings have the potential to re-configure themselves in response to
shifting problems and an evolving situations.
The human body is a model for adaptability, and the development of
sophisticated technologies that can replicate and enhance innovative and
functional replacements for a lost limb or the onset of restricted mobility,
can provide us with clues to resolving building dysfunctions. Through
a process of diagnosis the useful and functional parts can be identified
and retained, and a parallel architectural approach can be generated. As

“...abandoned
buildings might be
seen as potential
hybrid platforms
or cybernetic
organisms, able of
being re-integrated
with the metropolis”

with dormant neural networks, the potential exists to re-design the core
archi-structure to auto-intensify its architectural-fibres with new implants
replicating thus an autonomous neuro-prosthetic interface. Operating as a
motherboard, buildings will freely incorporate cyber technological implants,
infrastructural communication, flexible and self-oriented computing, and
inter-operable services creating new interactive, reactive and responsive
environments.
These transformations will be realized through mechanical and adaptive
building tissues that will provide the versatility for buildings to adopt
advances in technology. Over time, with highly innovative and advanced
materials, this process will change the very physical composition of the
building, recalibrating the structural system, as represented in the film
‘Terminator- Genisys’ , where T-3000 inhabited and transformed a human
into a hybrid Nano technological human-cyborg terminator4.
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This new neuro-architectural interface, which I have termed Cyberprosthetic architecture, has the potential to become the true if artificial,
heart of our environment. By partially altering the DNA, it will manipulate
and naturally reconfigure itself as living matter, ensuring hence its natural
evolution.
These ideas present an image of ruins that retain elements of their past
yet transform into cybernetic buildings equipped with artificial intelligence,
fully automated and continuously learning from their surroundings and
occupants, with the capacity to adjust and self-repair. These structures
will possess self-determining security through monitoring systems and
anti-seismic protection through Cyber-prosthetic implants, which will act
both as hinged mechanical vibration controllers and as dampers. Designed
to be energy self-sufficient, they will transfer heating and cooling where
necessary, collect and redistribute air, energy and water and activate

standby modes. By collecting information from global networks and
expanding databases, they will possess the capacity for age reassignment.
These original ideas were tested in 2012, on the proposal for the
Linnahall5 in Tallinn (image 2), a semi-abandoned and decayed socialist
monument. The project looked to rewire the disconnected building by
appending new and unexpected spaces (image 3), and by transforming it
into a cultural robo-technology hub, where any number of creative fields
are incubated and synergised through digital frameworks. These fields
were treated in a non-hierarchical manner to reinforce their autonomy and
their personal implications. (Image 4) The resulting project was seen as
an innovative globally connected hub, encouraging impromptu global cooperation between creative thinkers from different fields. (Image 5)
This personal research and vision of cross-pollination was subsequently
the seed and original idea while founding the Confluence Institute of
Innovation and Creative Strategies in Architecture in Lyon. My aim was
to create an open global incubator that would respond to social concerns,
where research, experimentation and collaboration across multiple
fields would not only offer new visions but also encourage alternative
and progressive personal engagements through innovation, fabrication
and technology. The distraught city with its abandoned buildings became
the theme launched in the opening year. Complex global issues can no
longer be solved within the boundaries of single disciplines. This leads to
opportunities to bring together architecture, design, physics and robotics,
as well as the advances in fields such as neuroscience and biological
engineering.
With a future of industrial, commercial and governmental user-driven
interests, personal privacy will inevitably be challenged. Operating as
individual dwellings or grouped as communities, these robotically enhanced
buildings will be synchronized with their occupants through mind and
emotional control devices, and through block-chains; a distributed database
that maintains a continuously growing list of data records that are hardened
against tampering and revision even by operators of the data store’s nodes,
will potentially become the ultimate environment partner. Furthermore our
ability to monitor brain signals6 presents opportunities for cerebral driven
cyber-buildings capable of processing and freely interacting with their
users, foreseeable technology since in the near future work will be designed
to enhance mental skills and provide mental entertainment.
With these evolving and transformative skills, architectural memory
will be a precious palimpsest, consolidating a harmonious relationship
between the existing and the new, the natural and the man-made. These
Figure 1 - Prosthesis
Figure 2 - Proximity Diagram
Figure 3 - Worldmap of abbandoned key buildings
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‘layers of change’ will maintain continuity between the past, the present and
the future, and despite being empowered by technology they will possess
the ability to operate freely. These self-replicating solutions will undo the
pre-conceived notion of obsolete dysfunctional buildings and where viable,
define new roles for them in the urban fabric.
As science seeks to upgrade the body through age reversal, the
development of synthetic organs, bionic limbs and transhumanism, then
our buildings, through memory, robotic engineering, artificial intelligence
and the use of shape changing alloys, will integrate interactive, reactive and
responsive designed environments re-defining hereafter the boundaries

Figure 4 - All is about particles, Enric Ruiz Geli
Figure 5 - Enric Ruiz Geli and Ferran Adrià testing the particles scan, IaaC Archive
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between tactile and tectonic, static and dynamic. Transforming and
securing the future of individual buildings and neighbourhoods will reexamine their social, political and economic value based on their new
stratified identity and recently acquired functional capabilities.
Cyber-prosthetic architecture will redefine 21st century architecture as
Robo-techture, a sustainable design methodology for the existing fabric of
cities, a substitute for the over development of urban pockets. Furthermore,
in a cashless and paperless society, where attitudes to ownership are
re-examined, the potential exists for ultimate architectural autonomy:
buildings that own administer and reconfigure themselves.
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